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Abstract. Loop fusion is a program transformation that merges multiple loops into one. It is effective for reducing the synchronization overhead of parallel loops and for improving data locality. This paper presents three results for fusion: (1) a new algorithm for fusing a collection of parallel and sequential loops, minimizing parallel loop synchronization while maximizing parallelism; (2) a proof that performing fusion to maximize data locality is NP-hard; and (3) two polynomial-time algorithms for improving data locality. These techniques also apply to loop distribution, which is shown to be essentially equivalent to loop fusion. Our approach is general enough to support other fusion heuristics. Preliminary experimental results validate our approach for improving performance by exploiting data locality and increasing the granularity of parallelism.

1 Introduction

Loop fusion transforms multiple distinct loops into a single loop. It increases the granularity of parallel loops and exposes opportunities to reuse variables from local storage. Its dual, loop distribution, separates independent statements in a loop nest into multiple loops with the same headers.

\[
\text{PARALLEL DO I = 1, N} \\
\text{A(I) = 0.0} \\
\text{END} \\
\Rightarrow \\
\text{PARALLEL DO I = 1, N} \\
\text{A(I) = 0.0} \\
\text{B(1) = A(1)} \\
\text{END} \\
\text{fused} \\
\text{distribution}
\]

In the example above, the fused version on the right experiences half the loop overhead and synchronization cost as the original version on the left. If all A(1:N) references do not fit in cache at once, the fused version at least provides reuse in cache. Because the accesses to A(1) now occur on the same loop iteration rather than N iterations apart, they could also be reused in a register. For sequential execution of this example, performance improvements of up to 34% were measured on an RS/6000 Model 540.

* This research was supported by the Center for Research on Parallel Computation, a NSF Science and Technology Center. Use of the Sequent Symmetry S81 was provided under NSF Cooperative Agreement No. CDA-8619393.
This paper examines two fusion problems. The first is to fuse a collection of parallel and sequential loops, minimizing synchronization between parallel loops without reducing the amount of parallelism. We refer to this criterion as maximizing parallelism. The fusion problem arises when generating efficient code for parallel architectures. We present an optimal algorithm for this problem based on a greedy algorithm.

The second problem is to maximize data locality by minimizing the number of data dependences between fused nests. We show this problem is NP-hard and present two heuristics for solving it. The first is also based on the greedy algorithm and is linear in time and space. It produces solutions of unknown precision when compared to an optimal solution. The second solution is based on the maximum-flow/minimum-cut algorithm and is therefore not as quick, but allows us to prove a tight worst-case bound on the precision of its solution.

All of the algorithms are flexible in that they will completely reorder loop nests to improve fusion. The two algorithms for improving reuse may also be used independently or integrated into the parallelization algorithm. Preliminary experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of our approach.

We begin with a brief technical background. We then review the technical criteria for safe fusion, for fusions which do not reduce parallelism, and for modeling fusion as a graph problem. The same review of loop distribution follows as well as the map of a distribution problem to one of fusion. Section 4 formally describes the graph framework for fusion we use in the remaining sections. Section 5 presents an optimal greedy algorithm which fuses to maximize parallelism. The next three sections explore fusion to improve reuse of array and scalar references, adding an explicit representation of reuse, proving it NP-hard, and presenting the heuristics. Our experimental results, a careful comparison to related work, and conclusions complete the paper.

2 Technical Background

2.1 Dependence

We assume the reader is familiar with data dependence [5] and the terms true, anti, output and input dependence, as well as the distinction between loop-independent and loop-carried dependences [4]. Parallel loops have no loop-carried dependences and sequential loops have at least one.

Intuitively, a control dependence, $S_1 \delta S_2$, indicates that the execution of $S_1$ directly determines whether $S_2$ will be executed [10, 12]. In addition to using control dependence to describe program dependence, we will use the control dependence and postdominance relations for an arbitrary graph $G$. These definitions are taken from the literature [12].

**Definition 1** $y$ postdominates $x$ in $G$ if every path from $x$ to the exit node contains $y$.

**Definition 2** Given two statements $x$, $y \in G$, $y$ is control dependent on $x$ iff (1) there exists a non-null path $p$, $x \rightarrow y$, such that $y$ postdominates every node between $x$ and $y$ on $p$, and (2) $y$ does not postdominate $x$. 
3 Transformations

Loop fusion and distribution are loop-reordering transformations; they change
the order in which loop iterations are executed. A safe reordering transformation
preserves any true, anti and output dependences in the original program. (Input
dependences need not be preserved for correctness.)

3.1 Loop Fusion

Safety. Consider safe loop fusion between two loops or loop nests with compat-
ible loop headers. Compatible loop headers have exactly the same number
of iterations, but not necessarily the same loop index expressions. It is possible
to make loop headers with differing numbers of iterations compatible by using
conditionals, but the additional complexity may make reuse harder to exploit in
registers.

Between two candidate nests the following dependences may occur: (1) no
dependence, (2) a loop-independent dependence, and (3) a dependence carried
by an outer loop which encloses the candidates. Clearly, fusion is always safe for
case (1). Fusion is safe in case (3) as well; any loop-carried dependence between
two loops must be on an outer loop which encloses them and fusing them does
not change the carrier. The dependence will therefore always be preserved.

In the case of a loop-independent dependence, fusion is safe if the sense of
the dependence is preserved, i.e., if the dependence direction is not reversed. A
simple test for this case performs dependence testing on the loop bodies as if they
were in a single loop. After fusion, a loop-independent dependence between the
original nests can (a) remain loop-independent, (b) become forward loop-carried
or (c) become backward loop-carried. Since the direction of the dependence is
preserved in the first two cases, fusion is legal. Fusion is illegal when a loop-
dependent dependence becomes a backward carried dependence after fusion.
These dependences are called fusion-preventing dependences [1, 25].

Since a loop is parallel if it contains no loop-carried dependences and is se-
quential otherwise, fusion in case (b) is safe but prevents parallelization of the
resultant loop. If either one or both of the loops were parallel, fusion would
reduce loop parallelism. Therefore, maximizing loop parallelism requires these
dependences to be classified as fusion-preventing.

Model. We represent the fusion problem with a graph in which each candidate
loop nest is represented by a node and each dependence from a statement in
one loop to a statement in another is represented as a directed edge between the
nodes. If there are fusion-preventing dependences or incompatible loop headers
between two nodes, the edge between them is marked fusion-preventing. If other
program fragments are interspersed between the loops and these statements are
not connected by dependences to any loop, these statements can be ignored
during fusion. If there are dependences, the formulation captures the program
fragments by placing them in a node(s) and using fusion-preventing edges. For
example, a group of statements between two loops is represented as a node in
the fusion graph, and the dependence edges between the statements and a loop
are marked fusion-preventing. For loops on which the statements do not depend, fusion-preventing edges are added and if possible are oriented such that the node containing the statements may move either before or after pairs of fusible loops.

Given the definition of dependence on the original loop ordering, the fusion graph is a DAG. A safe fusion partitions nodes in the graph such that:
1. a partition contains a set of loops that can be legally fused, and
2. the ordering of nodes in the partitioned graph respects all the dependences.

Achieving maximum granularity of loop parallelism is thus equivalent to partitioning this graph into the fewest number of partitions.

3.2 Loop Distribution

Loop distribution is the dual of loop fusion. Rather than merge loops together, it separates independent statements inside a single loop (or loop nest) into multiple loops (or loop nests) with identical headers. Loop distribution exposes partial parallelism by separating statements which may be parallelized from those that must be executed sequentially and is a cornerstone of vectorization and parallelization. Loop distribution preserves dependences if all statements involved in a recurrence (i.e., dependence cycle) in the original loop are placed in the same loop [18]. Loops containing recurrences must be executed sequentially.

Loop distribution first places each set of statements involved in a recurrence in a separate sequential node. Statements without recurrences are parallel and are placed in nodes by themselves. Dependences are edges between nodes and some may be fusion-preventing. Fusion-preventing edges connect pairs of nodes that must be sequential if fused. Since the statements execute correctly, but sequentially in the same loop, the edges are not required for correctness. This graph is a DAG and therefore can always be ordered using topological sort. The construction partitions the graph to its finest possible granularity. Maximizing the granularity of loop parallelism however requires a partition of the graph with the fewest number of parallel loops, an application of fusion to the finest partition graph. Distribution may therefore be viewed as fusion with a preceding step that divides the original nest into the finest partitions. Consequently, we only discuss fusion since our results apply to distribution as well.

4 The Partition Problem

The following description formally maps fusion to a graph partitioning problem.

Partitioning problem: Given a DAG where

- nodes = loops and are marked parallel or sequential
- edges = dependence edges, some of which are fusion-preventing

2. Fusion-preventing constraint: two nodes connected by a fusion-preventing edge cannot fuse.
3. Ordering constraint: the relative ordering of two nodes connected by an edge cannot change.

Goal: group parallel loops together such that parallelism is maximized while minimizing the number of partitions.
The separation constraint contributes to maximizing parallelism by requiring that a particular partition contains only sequential or parallel loops. The ordering constraint is required for correctness. As discussed in Section 3, some fusion-preventing edges are necessary for correctness and others are needed to achieve an optimal solution.

Allen, Callahan and Kennedy refer to maximal parallelism with minimum barrier synchronization [3, 6]. By omitting the separation constraint, they arrive at an optimal greedy algorithm. Their work also tries to partition the graph into minimal sets, but uses a model of parallelism with both loop-level and fork-join task parallelism. These criteria are not equivalent to minimizing synchronization overhead when considering loop-level parallelism. Consider Fig. 1 where the edge $(S_1, P_2)$ is an ordering constraint, $S_1$ is a sequential node, and $P_1$ and $P_2$ are parallel nodes.

The greedy algorithm places as many nodes as possible into a single partition without sequentializing a parallel node, but not all nodes in a partition are fused. Only nodes of the same type in the same partition are fused. For the program in Fig. 1(a), the greedy algorithm forms two partitions, \{$P_1$, $S_1$\} and \{$P_2$\}, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). $S_1$ and $P_1$ are not fused, but by using a parallel task construct, they may execute concurrently with each other. The iterations of the parallel loop $P_1$ also execute concurrently. Once they both complete, the parallel loop $P_2$ executes concurrently.

Because it ignores the node type, the greedy algorithm is provably optimal, minimizing the total number of partitions and maximizing task parallelism [3, 6]. The greedy algorithm however fails for the partition problem defined above, i.e. restricting it to loop-level parallelism, no task parallelism. For example, the parallel loop overhead and synchronization in the partitioning \{$S_1$\} \{$P_1$, $P_2$\} in Fig. 1(c), is half that of the partitioning in 1(b), although the amount of parallelism is equivalent. The greedy algorithm cannot achieve maximum loop-level parallelism because it unable to determine which node to select first. For example, if $P_1$ is selected first in Fig. 1(a), then three partitions result.

Our model considers the overhead of parallel loop startup and synchronization. The parallelization algorithm presented below maximizes the granularity and amount of loop parallelism by minimizing the number of parallel loops without sacrificing any parallelism. If task and loop parallelism are both advantageous, first using our loop parallelism algorithm and then Allen, Callahan and Kennedy may glean the benefits of both.
5 An Unweighted Fusion Algorithm

The following algorithm for maximizing the granularity of parallel loops is based on the observation that the problem may be divided based on node type because parallel and sequential nodes cannot be placed into the same partition. It consists of the following steps.

- Create a parallel component graph $G_p$ from the original fusion graph $G_o$ by placing all parallel nodes and edges between parallel nodes in $G_o$ into $G_p$.
- Add fusion-preventing edges to $G_p$ that preserve constraints in $G_o$ not present in $G_p$.
- Partition $G_p$ using the greedy algorithm into $G_p'$ and form the partition specified by $G_p'$ on $G_o$, collapsing the original edges and forming $G_p'$. 
- Create a sequential component graph $G_s$ similarly from $G_o$, but using sequential nodes and edges and then adding fusion-preventing edges to $G_s$ that preserve constraints in $G_p$ not present in $G_s$.
- Partition $G_s$ into $G_p'$ with the greedy algorithm. Perform the partition specified by $G_p'$ on $G_o$, forming the solution DAG.

This algorithm takes advantage of the constraint that sequential and parallel nodes cannot be fused by first separating the problem into a parallel graph $G_p$, partitioning it, translating it onto $G_o$, and then creating the sequential graph $G_s$, partitioning it, and translating it. As we show in Section 5.2, partitioning the parallel graph first is required to minimize the number of parallel loops. However, because the process is the same for both of the component graphs $G_p$ and $G_s$, we discuss them below simultaneously.

A component graph $G_c$ represents an independent fusion problem with nodes of type $c$, in this case parallel or sequential. It consists of nodes of type $c$ and the edges connecting them from $G_o$. These edges are not sufficient however because $G_o$ may represent relationships that prevent nodes of the same type from being in the same partition, but that do not have an edge between them.

Example. Consider $P_4$ and $P_7$ in $G_o$ in Fig. 2(a) where fusion-preventing dependencies are marked with a slash. Although the edge $(P_4, P_7)$ is not fusion-preventing, $P_4$ and $P_7$ may not legally fuse together without including $S_6$. Placing a parallel node and sequential node in the same partition however forces the partition to be executed sequentially, violating the maximal parallelism constraint. We prevent it by adding fusion-preventing dependencies when we create $G_p$.

Transitive Fusion-Preventing Edges. The simplest way to find and preserve all the fusion-preventing relationships in $G_o$ for $G_c$ is to compute a modified transitive closure $G_t$, on $G_o$ before pulling out $G_c$. In general, a fusion-preventing edge is needed between any two nodes of type $c$ when a path between them contains a node not of type $c$. For example, if there is a path between any two parallel nodes that contains at least one sequential node, then they cannot be placed in the same partition and a fusion-preventing edge is added between them in $G_p$. Adding all of these edges unfortunately introduces redundant constraints.
Example. Assume for the moment that $S_1$ in Fig. 2(a) is parallel and call it $P_1$. Applying a full transitive closure algorithm for parallel nodes to this modified version of $G_a$ would result in the following fusion-preventing edges: $(P_1, P_7)$, $(P_1, P_6)$, $(P_4, P_7)$, $(P_4, P_6)$. However, the edges $(P_1, P_4)$ and $(P_1, P_6)$ are redundant because of the original ordering edge $(P_1, P_4)$ and the two other fusion-preventing edges $(P_4, P_7)$ and $(P_4, P_6)$ which together prevent $P_1$ from being fused with $P_7$ or $P_6$.

To simplify the discussion here, we present the algorithm NecessaryEdges in Section 5.1. It introduces the necessary and sufficient fusion-preventing edges to complete a component graph.

Partitioning a Component Graph. Given $G_c$ is at most the transitive closure of a DAG, it must also be a DAG and can be partitioned optimally using the greedy algorithm into sets of loops that can be fused (see Callahan's dissertation for the proof [6]). The greedy algorithm places the roots of all the connected components into a partition and then recursively tries to add the successors in breadth-first order. A node can be added to the partition of a predecessor if it is not connected to any node in the partition by a fusion preventing edge. If a node cannot be added to an existing partition, a new partition is created for it. We call the partitioned component graph $G_{c'}$. Each node $N_c \in G_{c'}$ contains one or more of $N_c$.

Translating a partition onto $G_a$. To translate the partition $N_c'$ onto $G_a$ and form $G_{a'}$, we simply combine the nodes in $G_a$ corresponding to $G_{a'}$ in the same way. The edges in $G_a$ are inherited in the obvious way; if $(n, m) \in E_a$ then a corresponding edge between the possibly singleton partition nodes containing $n$
NecessaryEdges \((G_o, G_c)\)

**INPUT:**
- \(G_o\) the original graph
- \(G_c\) the component graph

**OUTPUT:** \(G_c\) component graph with necessary transitive fusion-preventing edges

**ALGORITHM:**

1. forall \(n\) in \(G_o\) in preorder
   - if \(\text{type}(n) \neq c\)
     - \(\text{Paths}(n) = \bigcup_{(m,n) \in G_o} \text{Paths}(m)\)
   - else
     - \(\text{Paths}(n) = n\)
2. forall \((m,n) \in G_o\) s.t. \(\text{type}(m) \neq c\)
3. forall \(r_i \in \text{Paths}(m)\)
   - addFusionPreventingEdge \((G_c, r_i, n)\)
   endforall
endforall

**Alg. 1.** Adding Sufficient Transitive Fusion-Preventing Edges to \(G_c\)

and \(m\) is in \(G_{o'}\). Edges that become redundant may be removed. Because \(G_o\) is a DAG and \(G_{o'}\) contains only safe fusions, \(G_{o'}\) is also a DAG.

**Example.** For \(G_o\) in Fig. 2(a), the algorithm begins by extracting \(G_p\) and adds two fusion-preventing edges \((P_4, P_7)\) and \((P_3, P_5)\) as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The greedy partitioning fuses \(P_3\) and \(P_4\), and \(P_6\) and \(P_8\) in Fig. 2(c). This partition is translated onto \(G_o\) in Fig. 2(d). Fig. 2(e) through (g) show the formation, partitioning and translation of \(G_c\) onto \(G_{o'}\).

5.1 Finding the Necessary Transitive Fusion-Preventing Edges

This section describes Alg. 1 NecessaryEdges which adds fusion-preventing edges to a component graph \(G_c\). Without loss of generality, consider \(G_p\). Intuitively, a fusion-preventing edge needs only be added to \(G_p\) when there exists a path with length greater than one between two parallel nodes and all the nodes on the path are sequential. These edges are sufficient because a path containing all parallel nodes just inherits its relationships from \(G_o\) and therefore need not be augmented. This characterization encompasses all cases since a path between two parallel nodes that contains both sequential and parallel nodes is just a sequence of paths between parallel nodes that either contain all sequential nodes or all parallel nodes. Definition 3 captures this notion formally.

**Definition 3** Two nodes \(node_i\) and \(node_j\) in \(G_c\) of type \(c\) require a transitive fusion-preventing edge between them in \(G_c\) iff:

\[
\forall \text{path} | node_i \rightarrow node_h^+ \rightarrow node_j \in G_o \text{ where } \forall h, \text{ type}(node_h) \neq c.
\]
Based on this definition, Alg. 1 \emph{Necessary Edges} computes transitive fusion-preventing edges to be inserted into a $G_o$. \emph{Necessary Edges} formulates this problem similarly to a data-flow problem, except that solutions along an edge differ depending on node types.

The data structure \emph{Paths} is used to recognize paths between nodes of the same type as $G_o$ which only contain nodes $h$ with $\text{type}(h) \neq c$. It stores sets of initial nodes for these paths and is initialized to the empty set. The traversal is in breadth-first order and begins by creating singleton sets, $\text{Paths}(n) = n$, where $n$ is a root of $G_o$ and is of type $c$. In step (1), \emph{Necessary Edges} visits node $n$ with $\text{type}(n) \neq c$ and unions all the paths of $n$'s predecessors. Thus, $\text{Paths}(n)$ where $\text{type}(n) \neq n$ contains the set of initial nodes of type $c$ for paths that otherwise consist of nodes $h$ where $\text{type}(h) \neq c$. In step (3), the visit of $n$ when $\text{type}(n) = c$ inserts a fusion-preventing edge from each of the initial nodes in $\text{Paths}(m)$ where $(m, n) \in G_o$, and $\text{type}(m) \neq c$. At step (2), it sets $\text{Paths}(n) = n$ to begin any set of paths originating at $n$.

5.2 Discussion

\textbf{Correctness and Optimality.} The correctness and optimality of this algorithm are shown as follows. With the above construction, parallel nodes and sequential nodes are never placed in the same partition, satisfying the separation constraint. Because $G_p$ is a DAG, minimizing the number of parallel partitions is achieved using the greedy algorithm (the proof of minimality from Callahan's dissertation is directly applicable [6].)

We now show that the construction of $G_p$ does not introduce any constraints which would cause the component solution $G_{pi}$ to be non-optimal.

\textit{Proof.} All the edges which are not fusion-preventing in $G_p$ are in $G_o$ by construction. We therefore need only prove there are no unnecessary fusion-preventing dependences between nodes that can be fused. The proof is by contradiction. Assume there is a fusion-preventing edge in $G_p$ which prevents two parallel loops from being fused that can be fused. If the fusion-preventing edge was in $G_o$, we have a contradiction. If the fusion-preventing edge was not in $G_o$ and the nodes can be fused then either the nodes were not connected by a path in $G_o$ or there is no path between them in $G_o$ which contains a sequential node. In either case, \emph{Necessary Edges} would not insert a fusion-preventing dependence. \hfill $\square$

Although the same proof holds for $G_i$, the minimality of $G_{iv}$ is for the new problem posed in $G_{o'i}$. The total solution therefore may not be minimal because partitioning $G_p$ constrains fusions in $G_i$ and may increase the number of sequential partitions. As an example, consider exchanging parallel and sequential nodes in Fig. 2(a) and then applying the algorithm. Similarly, partitioning $G_i$ and $G_p$ simultaneously may result in inconsistent fusions.

\textbf{Complexity.} This algorithm takes $O(N \cdot E)$ time and space, making it practical for use in a compiler. In the worst case, \emph{Necessary Edges} computes the equivalent of a transitive closure to insert fusion-preventing edges. The greedy algorithm is linear in time and space.
This approach may be applied to other graph partitioning problems as well. The separation of concerns lends itself to problems that need to sort or partition items of different types and priority while maintaining transitive relationships. This feature has been instrumental in designing a multilevel fusion algorithm [20]. The overall structure of the algorithm also enables different partitioning and sorting algorithms to be used on the component graphs. Sections 7 and 8 present partitioning algorithms based on reuse that can be used independently or in place of the greedy algorithm.

6 Loop Fusion for Reuse

Fusion can improve reuse by moving references closer together in time, making them more likely to still be in cache or registers. For example, reuse provided by fusion can be made explicit by using \textit{scalar replacement} to place array references in a register [7]. However, fusion may also increase working set size, negatively impacting cache and register performance.

The effects of fusion on memory access are not captured in the representation used in the loop parallelization algorithm because only true and input dependences indicate opportunities for reuse. The example in Fig. 3 and its representation as an unweighted graph in Fig. 3(a) illustrate the problem. In the original formulation for maximizing parallelism, there is no representation for the reuse of D(I) between loops \(L_1\) and \(L_2\), nor is the reuse of both \(C(I)\) and \(B(I)\), between loops \(L_2\) and \(L_3\) given any importance. By adding input dependences, edge weights, and factoring in dependence type, we include these considerations.

\textbf{Input dependence}, like true data dependence, captures reuse. It is not required to preserve correctness and therefore should not restrict statement order. These edges are undirected and result in a graph that is not a \textsc{dag} (see Fig. 3(b)).

\textbf{Edge weights} represent the \textit{amount} of reuse between two loops. For simplicity, true and input dependence edges have weight of one, output and anti dependences have weight zero, and fusion-preventing dependences have weight \(\epsilon \ll 1\). If there exists

---

3 Depending on the cache hardware and coherence mechanism, the time to write to cache may not change appreciably whether the corresponding line is in cache or not, the case for output or anti dependences.
more than one edge between two nodes, the edges are collapsed and the weights are added. The cumulative edge is directed if any of the collapsed edges are, otherwise if all edges are undirected, it is undirected. Any measure of reuse which results in a single numeric value could replace this measure.

We now show that the problem of finding a fusion that maximizes reuse is NP-hard. Consider the Multiway Cut problem proven NP-hard for \( k \geq 3 \) by Dahlhaus et al.\cite{Daniels94}. Given a graph \( G = (V, E) \), a set \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k\} \) of \( k \) specified vertices called terminals\(^*\) and undirected edges with weight \( w(e) = 1 \), find a minimum weight set of edges \( E' \subset E \) for each edge \( e \in E \) such that the removal of \( E' \) from \( E \) disconnects each terminal from all other terminals. To prove fusion for reuse NP-hard, we transform Multiway Cut to the Fusion problem. In so doing we establish that the subproblem with no input dependencies is NP-hard.

**Theorem 1:** Fusion for reuse is NP-hard.

**Proof.** To establish the result we present a polynomial-time algorithm for reducing Multiway Cut to Fusion.

1. Select an arbitrary terminal \( s \in V \) as a start node and number the nodes of \( V \) as follows. Initially, let the set \( \text{ready} \) contain all the successors of the start node. Number the start node 1. Select a vertex from \( \text{ready} \), always picking a non-terminal vertex if one exists (i.e., pick a terminal if only terminals are in the set). Give the selected vertex the next number and add to \( \text{ready} \) all its successors that are neither numbered nor in \( \text{ready} \).
2. Construct a Fusion DAG \( G' \) in \( G \) by making each vertex in \( V \) be a loop node and orienting each edge from \( E \) such that the source of the edge has lower number than the sink in \( E' \). None of these edges are fusion-preventing.
3. Let \( \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k\} \) be the terminals in the Multiway Cut problem, listed in order of their numbering. Add the following fusion-preventing edges oriented from lower to higher number to the DAG:

\[
(s_1, s_2), \ldots (s_1, s_k), (s_2, s_3), \ldots (s_2, s_k), \ldots (s_j, s_{j+1}), \ldots, (s_j, s_k), \ldots, (s_{k-1}, s_k)
\]

The constructed Fusion problem has a minimal solution with weight \( m \) iff the corresponding Multiway Cut problem has the same solution.

**Only If:** Consider a weight \( m \) solution to the Fusion problem \( G' \) (\( m \) non-fusion-preventing dependence edges are cut). This solution corresponds to the removal of \( m \) undirected edges from the Multiway Cut problem \( G \) and is a weight \( m \) solution that disconnects terminals. Suppose the solution is not correct, i.e., let \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_p \) be a path in \( G \) from terminal \( s_1 = v_1 \) and terminal \( s_2 = v_p \) such that no edge in the path is mapped to an edge broken in the solution to the Fusion problem. But an uncut edge in the Fusion solution, regardless of its orientation, means that the source and sink are in the same fusion group in \( G' \). Thus all of \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_p \) may be fused, but this is precluded by the existence of a fusion-preventing edge between \( v_1 \) and \( v_p \). This contradiction establishes that every undirected path between terminals in \( G \) must be cut as a part of the Fusion solution in \( G' \).

\(^*\) All other vertices are called non-terminals.
If. We show that the weight \( m \) solution to the Multiway Cut problem \( G \) corresponds to a correct weight \( m \) solution to the Fusion problem \( G' \). Suppose there is a path between a terminal and a non-terminal \( s_1, v_1 \in G \) after the cut but \( s_1 \) and \( v_2 \) cannot be fused in \( G' \) because there exists a path from \( s_1 \) to \( v_2 \) in \( G' \) that passes through terminal \( s_2 \). In other words, the Multiway Cut solution places \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) in different partitions after the cut and \( s_1 \) and \( v_1 \) in the same partition, but since there is a directed path in \( G' \) from \( s_1 \) to \( s_2 \) to \( v_1 \), \( v_1 \) cannot fuse with \( s_1 \). However, this situation can never arise because of the numbering scheme.

Under the numbering scheme, if there is a path of non-terminals \( v_j \) connecting two terminals \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \), where \( s_1 \) has the lower number, then all \( v_j \) have a smaller number than \( s_2 \) (because the numbering algorithm always numbers an available non-terminal vertex first). There can thus be no directed path from \( s_2 \) to any \( v_j \). In particular, there can be no directed path from \( s_1 \) to \( v_j \) that passes through \( s_2 \), because each \( v_j \) has a lower number than \( s_2 \). Thus any solution of the Multiway Cut corresponds to a solution to the Fusion problem.

Minimality. Because solutions have the same weight and are correct in both, a minimal solution in one corresponds to a minimal solution in the other. □

The Fusion problem with input dependences must be NP-hard as well, because the subproblem without undirected input dependences is NP-hard; any algorithm that optimally solves the problem with input dependences must be able to solve the case without input dependences.

7 Improving Reuse with Loop Fusion:

The Simple Algorithm

The simple algorithm is a straightforward modification of the greedy algorithm that moves loops to different partitions to improve reuse when legal. Like the greedy algorithm it is linear. Given a greedy solution that specifies loops in partitions, we increase the amount of reuse based on the following observation.

In the greedy partition graph, if there exists two partitions \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) with a directed edge \((g_1, g_2)\), then no node in \( g_2 \) may be legally placed in \( g_1 \) or the greedy algorithm would have put it there. However, it may be safe and profitable to move nodes in \( g_1 \) down into \( g_2 \).

We determine if it is safe and profitable to move \( n \in g_1 \) down into another partition \( g_h \) as follows.

Safety. A node \( n \in g_1 \) may move to \( g_h \) iff it has no successors in \( g_1 \) and there is no fusion-preventing edge \((n, r)\) such that \( r \in g_h \) or \( r \in g_s \) where \( g_s \) must precede \( g_h \).

Profitability. Compute a sum of edges \((m, n), m \in g_t, \) and a sum for each \( g_h \) of edges \((n, p)\), such that \( p \in g_h \) and \( n \) may be safely moved into \( g_h \). Pick the partition \( g \) with the biggest sum. If \( g \neq g_t \) move \( n \) down into \( g \).
\textbf{Simple} \((G_g)\)

**INPUT:** \(G_g\) a greedy partition graph

**OUTPUT:** \(G'_{g'}\) a partitioning with improved reuse

**ALGORITHM:**

\begin{align*}
\text{for all} & \text{ partitions } g_h \in G_g \text{ in reverse topological order} \\
\text{for all} & \text{ nodes } n \in g_h \text{ in reverse topological order} \\
& \text{consider } g_h \text{ where } (n,p) \in G_g \text{ and } p \in g_h \\
& \text{if it is safe and profitable to move } n \text{ to } g_h \\
& \text{move } n \text{ to } g_h \\
\text{return } G'_{g'}
\end{align*}

\textbf{Alg. 2. Simple Algorithm for Improving Reuse}

Alg. 2 \textit{Simple} applies these criteria to improve reuse. It begins by performing a bottom-up pass on the partition graph \(G_g\) formed by the greedy algorithm. For all nodes \(n\) within a partition, it performs a bottom-up pass testing if it is safe and profitable to move \(n\) down to another partition \(g_h\). For Fig. 3, this algorithm produces a partition of \(\{L_1\}, \{L_2, L_3\}\) correcting the initial greedy partition \(\{L_1, L_2\}, \{L_3\}\).

Further adjusting the results of the greedy algorithm for reuse on sequential loops, we only fuse loops in a given partition if they offer reuse. Given no reuse and negligible sequential loop overhead, it is more important to keep register pressure at a minimum than to decrease loop overhead. Since all the loops in a partition may be safely fused, we fuse only those connected by true or input dependences to improve reuse. Assuming fork and join of parallel tasks is relatively expensive, we still fuse all nodes in parallel partitions.\(^5\) This decision may differ depending on the parallel architecture.

8 Improving Reuse with Maximum-Flow/Minimum-Cut: The Weighted Algorithm

In this section, we describe a more general and powerful algorithm which is a modification of the maximum-flow/minimum-cut algorithm that seeks to maximize reuse via loop fusion.

If there is only one fusion preventing dependence \((k = 1)\), the graph can be divided in two using the maximum-flow/minimum-cut algorithm \([13, 16]\). Maximum-flow/minimum-cut is polynomial time and makes a single minimum cut that maximizes flow in the two resultant graphs. The maximum-flow algorithm works by introducing flow at the source such that no capacity is exceeded and the capacity of the flow network to the sink is maximized. To divide the graph in two parts, a cut is taken. The minimum cut consists of the edges that are filled to capacity and can be determined with a breadth-first search originating at the source of flow. If \(k = 2\), the problem is polynomial time solvable by using two applications of the 2-way cut algorithm \([26]\).

\(^5\) Simple replaces the greedy algorithm on the component graphs in loop parallelization.
Dahlhaus et al. develop an isolation heuristic [11] and combine it with Goldberg and Tarjan's maximum flow algorithm [16] to design a polynomial algorithm that produces a multicut that is at most \((2k - 1)/k\) times the optimal. Goldberg and Tarjan's maximum flow algorithm is to date the most efficient with time complexity \(O(nm\log(n^2/m))\) [16]. The running time of Dahlhaus et al.'s algorithm is \(O(2^k knm\log(n^2/m))\), which is polynomial for fixed \(k\) [11]. They leave open whether a more efficient algorithm with a similar optimality guarantee exists.

In the Fortran programs in our studies, \(k, n,\) and \(m\) have always been very small. The following section is devoted to the design of an \(O(knm\log(n^2/m))\) algorithm for reuse problem. The algorithm is based on Goldberg and Tarjan's maximum-flow algorithm; it is guaranteed to be within \(k\) times the optimal. In some cases, it is optimal.

### 8.1 Structuring the Maximum-Flow/Minimum-Cut Problem

First, we perform a topological sort on the fusion-preventing edges and select the first fusion-preventing edge \((src, sink)\) to cut. In maximum-flow/minimum-cut, \(src\) provides infinite flow and \(sink\) infinite consumption. In the minimum-cut algorithm, these additions force the fusion-preventing edge to be cut and in some cases, are sufficient to characterize the problem. For instance, infinite flow into \(L_1\) and out of \(L_3\) in Fig. 3(b) would cause \((L_1, L_2)\) and \((L_1, L_3)\) to be cut, therefore optimally fusing \(L_2\) and \(L_3\).

Consider breaking the fusion preventing dependence \((U_4, U_7)\) in Fig. 4(a). Providing flow to \(U_4\) and consumption to \(U_7\) only cuts the fusion-preventing edge, but other edges must be cut as well to separate them. The insight is that to use minimum cut, the nodes that must precede \(src\) are temporarily collapsed into \(src\) and nodes that must follow \(sink\) are temporarily collapsed into \(sink\), so that they truly represent the source and the sink of flow. However, collapsing all predecessors of \(src\) and all successors of \(sink\) can impose unnecessary ordering constraints on the resulting graph. We therefore use the control dependence.
relation to determine the nodes to temporarily collapse. After each application of minimum-cut, the nodes are “un-collapsed”.

In the reuse graph $G_r$, we compute all control dependence ancestors of src and collapse them into src and src inherits their edges (self edges are ignored). For sink, we compute control dependence on the reverse graph of $G_r$, $RG_r$. The reverse graph simply reverses the direction of each edge in $G_r$. All control dependence ancestors of sink in $RG_r$ are collapsed into sink in $G_r$ and their edges inherited. The cut of this graph is applied to $G_r$ the original, un-collapsed graph. The cut always includes the fusion-preventing edge and breaks the original graph into two subgraphs.

The algorithm collapses each subgraph with an uncut fusion-preventing edge, applies minimum-cut and un-collapsing as above. It repeats this process until all fusion-preventing edges are broken. For instance, one application of this process to Fig. 4(a) where $\beta > \alpha$ results first in the collapsed graph 4(b) and then in the cut graph 4(c). The next application cuts edges $(U_2, U_5)$, $(U_1, U_3)$ and $(U_1, U_4)$.

Optimality. Given a graph with a single fusion-preventing edge, this algorithm performs optimally. For the general problem, given there will be at most $k$ cuts and each cut is minimal, the total of the multicut will be at most $k$ times greater than the optimal. This bound is a tight worst case, as illustrated by Fig. 4 where the total cost of the cuts made by our algorithm is $4\alpha$ when $\beta > \alpha$. However, the optimal cut is $(U_2, U_3)$, $(U_3, U_6)$ and $(U_4, U_7)$ with cost $2\alpha + 1$.

One solution to this inaccuracy would be to collapse all the sources of fusion-preventing dependencies that have control dependence ancestors in common and cut all the corresponding sinks at once. Instead of multicut, this construction would always make a single cut of the middle edge in Fig. 4(a). However, if the edge $(U_3, U_6)$ has a weight greater than $4\alpha$ then the multicut is better and this construction cannot find it. Differentiating between multicut of degree 1, $l$ and $l + 1$ makes these tradeoffs very difficult.

Complexity. This algorithm applies the $O(nm\log(n^2/m))$ maximum-flow algorithm $k$ times splitting the graph at each application. For these types of graphs, computing control dependence is linear [10]. The complexity of our algorithm is therefore $O(knm\log(n^2/m))$ time.

9 Results

As our experimental vehicle we used the ParaScope Editor [21], an interactive parallelization tool which provides source-to-source program transformations using dependence analysis. We implemented the tests for correctness and the update of the source program and dependence information for fusion between two adjacent loops. We also implemented the correctness tests and updates for distribution to the finest granularity. We selected only programs which contained candidates for fusion or distribution to explore the impact on performance. In each program, performance improves.
9.1 Maximizing Parallelism

We performed the fusion algorithm for maximizing parallelism using ParaScope on 3 programs, Erlebacher, Seismic and Ocean. Both the fused and original hand-coded versions were compiled with the standard Fortran compiler and then executed in parallel on 19 processors of a Sequent Symmetry S81. The improvements due to fusion appear in Fig. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>program</th>
<th>parallel execution time in seconds</th>
<th>% improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>without fusion</td>
<td>with fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erlebacher</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic</td>
<td>17.05</td>
<td>12.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>116.6</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Improving Parallel Performance with Fusion

Erlebacher is an ADI benchmark program with 835 non-comment lines written by Thomas Eidson of ICASE. It performs tridiagonal solves on all dimensions of a three dimensional array (50x50x50). In the original version, many of the loops consisted of a single statement. Twenty-six loop nests benefit from fusion, improving parallel performance by 7% as illustrated in Fig. 5. Multiple fusions were performed which reduced the twenty-six nests to eight with fusion groups of size 2, 3, 4 and 5 loops. In the fusion problems posed, three consisted of seven loop nodes with two fusion-preventing dependences. In six of the eight, fusion improved reuse as well increased granularity.

Seismic is 1312 non-comment lines and performs 1-D seismic inversion for oil exploration. It was written by Michael Lewis at Rice University. In this program, there was one opportunity to fuse four loops into a single nest which improved parallel performance by 26%. The original nests were connected by data dependence (i.e., contained reuse) and accounted for a significant portion of the total execution time. These nests were fused across procedure boundaries using loop extraction to place the nests in the same procedure [17, 22]. Loop extraction pulls a loop out of the called routine and into the caller, actually increasing procedure call overhead. The increased reuse and decreased parallel loop synchronization resulting from fusion more than overcame the additional call overhead.

Ocean is 3664 non-comment line program from the Perfect benchmark suite [9]. Fusion improved parallel performance by 32% on Ocean. Thirty-one nests benefit from fusion across procedure boundaries [17, 22]. Some of the candidates were exposed after constant propagation and dead code elimination. Loop extraction enabled fusion. (Again, extraction's only effect is to increase total execution time because of increased call overhead.) The fused nests consisted of two and four parallel loops from the original program and increased both reuse and granularity. As Seismic and Ocean indicate, fusion is especially effective across procedure boundaries.
9.2 Improving Reuse on Uniprocessors

In this section, we illustrate the benefits of fusion and of loop distribution to improve uniprocessor performance.

**Erlebacher.** In this experiment, we applied loop fusion only to loop nests with reuse using the simple algorithm. For two fusion graphs, the greedy algorithm was optimal for reuse. One required the simple fusion algorithm to obtain maximum reuse and in three, the algorithms reordered the loops to achieve better reuse. In Fig. 6, we compare the fused and original versions of the same nests on three modern microprocessors. Improvements due to fusion ranged from 4 to 17 percent.

**Gaussian Elimination.** This kernel illustrates that distribution and fusion should not be considered only in isolation; the improvements due to fusion and distribution will be enhanced by using them in concert with other transformations. In Gaussian Elimination, the benefit of loop distribution comes from its ability to enable loop permutation. In the original KIJ form in Fig. 7, the J loop has poor data locality for Fortran 77 where arrays are stored in column-major order. Placing the I loop innermost for statement $S_2$ would instead provide stride-one access on the columns. Using loop distribution enables the interchange and the combination significantly improves the execution time. The algorithm that evaluates and applies loop permutation with distribution appears elsewhere [8].

Fig. 6. Effect of Fusion on Erlebacher for Uniprocessors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>seconds</th>
<th></th>
<th>% improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erlebacher</td>
<td>IBM RS6000</td>
<td>Intel i860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>.518</td>
<td>.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.25%</td>
<td>5.47%</td>
<td>17.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Loop Distribution & Interchange**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DO } & K = 1:N \\
\text{select pivot, exchange rows } & \\
\text{DO } & I = K+1,N \\
S_1 & A(I,K) = A(I,K) / A(K,K) - 1.1 \\
\text{DO } & J = K+1,N \\
S_2 & A(I,J) = A(I,J) - A(I,K)A(K,J) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DO } & K = 1,N \\
\text{select pivot, exchange rows } & \\
\text{DO } & I = K+1,N \\
S_1 & A(I,K) = A(I,K) / A(K,K) - 1.1 \\
\text{DO } & J = K+1,N \\
S_2 & A(I,J) = A(I,J) - A(I,K)A(K,J) \\
\end{align*}
\]

---

**256 x 256**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>original</th>
<th>distribution &amp; interchange</th>
<th>% improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun Sparc2</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel i860</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM RS6000</td>
<td>27.29</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Gaussian Elimination
9.3 Discussion

The fusion problems we encountered were fairly simple indicating that the complexity of the weighted algorithm is perhaps unnecessary. This preliminary evidence also indicates that the flexibility of the simple algorithm is required, i.e. the greedy algorithm is not sufficient. For example, reordering the loops in Erlebacher and improving on the greedy solution were both necessary to fully exploit reuse. Our results for these programs show a performance improvement every time fusion was applied to improve reuse or increase the granularity of parallelism.

Fusion is especially important for Fortran 90 programs because of the array language constructs. To compile Fortran 90 programs, the array notation is expanded into loop nests containing a single statement, providing many opportunities for fusion. Fusion and distribution also enable loop interchange, making them an important component for many optimization strategies.

10 Related Work

In the literature, fusion has been recommended for decreasing loop overhead, improving data locality and increasing the granularity of parallelism [2, 23]. Abu-Sufah and Warren have addressed in depth the safety, benefits and simple application of loop fusion [1, 25]. Neither presents a general algorithm for loop fusion that supports loop reordering or any differentiation between fusion choices. Goldberg and Paige [15] address a related fusion problem for stream processing, but their problem has constraints on fusions and ordering that are not present in the general fusion problem we address. Allen, Callahan, and Kennedy consider a broad fusion problem that introduces both task and loop parallelism, but does not address improving data locality or granularity of loop parallelism [3, 6]. Our algorithm for maximizing loop parallelism and its granularity is a new result.

Sarkar and Gao present an algorithm to perform loop fusion and array contraction to improve data locality on uniprocessors for single assignment languages [24]. This work is limited because it does not account for constraints imposed by data dependence [14, 24]. Their more recent work on loop fusion for uniprocessors and pipelining [14] takes into consideration data dependence constraints and also is based on the maximum-flow/minimum-cut algorithm. (Our work was developed independently.) Our algorithm is distinguished because of its tight worst-case bound. Both of our reuse algorithms reorder loop nests which is not possible in their formulation. The results indicate this flexibility is necessary. In practice, our preliminary experimental results also indicate that the additional complexity of the maximum-flow/minimum-cut algorithms is probably not necessary. Our overall approach is more flexible because it optimizes for both multiprocessors and uniprocessors.

For parallel code generation for shared-memory multiprocessors, this work extends our previous work by providing comprehensive fusion and distribution algorithms [19, 22]. In Carr, Kennedy, McKinley and Tseng, they combine loop
permutation with fusion and distribution to improve data locality on unprocessors [8]. The algorithms presented here are complementary to this work.

11 Summary

This paper presents an optimal algorithm for performing loop fusion and its dual, loop distribution, to maximize the granularity of loop parallelism, therefore minimizing synchronization. We prove that finding a fusion that results in maximum reuse is NP-hard and describe two heuristics to perform fusion and distribution based on reuse. The reuse algorithms work independently or as elements in the parallelization algorithm. The first algorithm for improving data locality uses a variant of the greedy algorithm and is linear in time. In practice, it may be that this algorithm is sufficient. However, the more ambitious algorithm may be beneficial for languages such as Fortran 90 that can pose difficult fusion problems. These algorithms are flexible and allow loop reordering to achieve a desired and safe partition. This paper also provides a general framework for solving loop fusion and loop distribution problems.
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